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Northern Strands has developed a portable
solution specifically for rope capping to
make the application process easy, safe
and straightforward. The socketing stand
is tall enough to accommodate the 30 rope
diameter bending radius when exiting the
socket, and is equipped with hydraulic jacks
connected to a plate that can be used in
conjunction with 2-Bolt Blocks to pull the
broom down into the socket with ease. The
socketing stand is intended to replace the use
of come-a-longs or boards, which have been
used at times to pull or pry the broom into the
socket, with an easy to use apparatus that can
also store the tools and equipment that are
used during the socketing job.

WIRELOCK® SOCKETING SEMINARS
Wirelock® socketing compound has been the best solution
for the safe, dependable and high performance termination
of wire ropes for over 60 years.
Northern Strands’ Wirelock® Socketing Seminar is designed
for anyone who is or will be required to terminate wire rope
using Wirelock® resin and socket style terminations.
Northern Strands Wirelock® Socketing Seminar:
•P
 rovides you a Wirelock® manual that is integral to
socketing.
• Gives a brief theory session - a majority of the course is
hands-on.
• Instructs on the proper application of Wirelock® Socketing
compound while using a Wire Rope Socketing Stand.
• Proves the efficiency of your sample sling via destructive
pull testing at our state of the art facility.
Northern Strands is able to accommodate this training
seminar on-site, provided a suitable work area is available,
or at one of Northern Strands’ facilities.

Extended base for larger rope

Contact us today to book training
www.northernstrands.com/wirelocksocketing.aspx
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